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Unusual numbering Falke 80 (another Nr 1?)
July 5 2012 at 8:02 PM

Steve  (Login SteveWerner)

The serial number on the underside of the loading tap has a vertical 1 and a horizontal 1. Maybe it is Nr 11 and the second 1 fell over because of to much schnapps LOL 
 

This gun was found hidden in the ceiling of a house in Durban, South Africa. My son went into the ceiling to sort out a leaking geyser. I believe it was hidden, because at one stage it was a requirement to have a license for air guns in South Africa. The gun
needs some attention. The butt plate is missing, the automatic loading tap is not working as the small flat piece of metal that fits into the slot at the end of the sliding rod is missing and the stock was broken and fixed crudely. It would be appreciated if
someone could show a picture and give sizes of this missing piece and explain what keeps it in place 

 
A nice project to bring it back to its original condition. 
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Author Reply

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Great background story July 6 2012, 12:05 AM 

about this rifle, Steve! What an amazing find. 
 

The markings are unusual for sure. There is another one, in New Zealand, with similarly eccentric number stamps, which you can see on this thread: 
 

http://www.network54.com/Forum/642127/thread/1242422181 
 

It's certainly a mystery as to why a marking this strange got through the Falke factory's otherwise strict quality controls. There's nothing sub-standard about these rifles so it would be odd if 'sloppy'
workmanship was allowed through the net. 

Perhaps the numbering on these rifles was principally an internal accounting or manufacturing process thing, so it wasn't considered of any importance how unusual the markings might seem to the end user
(or to Falke enthusiasts 60 years into the future!)? 

 
If it is a Falke 90 number 11 it is the fourth known rifle with this number! The single number 1 stamp is not in the usual place on the underside of the cylinder and for that reason I doubt it is a serial no.
stamp as such. 

You can get a good idea of the shape of the 'actuating tab' that is missing from your rifle by looking at the pics on this thread: 
 

http://www.network54.com/Forum/642125/thread/1244159618 
 

As you can see, it is secured by a bolt that screws directly into the end of the cocking link rod, in which you will find a threaded hole. 
 

That stock looks pretty badly damaged. I've seen enought of these 'sporter' stocks broken at the wrist of the pistol grip to suspect it was a small design weakness. 
 

I hope you don't mind but I reposted your pics into your post so as to make them visible there without having to leave this forum to view them? 
 

Good luck with the restoration. Please let us have some more pics when it's done. 
 

------------------------------

The Vintage Diana Forum

The Vintage BSA Forum 
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